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Glike Gallery is pleased to present: Melancholy and the Infinite Salads, a solo exhibition of paintings by Rachel Schmidhofer. 
This will be her first show with the gallery. In this new body of work, Schmidhofer uses primarily a palette knife and her 
finger to create intricate compositions of semi-precious mineral formations and cultural debris. 
 
In the artists words: 
 
Purple order refracts dim  
light, aged taupe supports  
small scale majesty; makes  
you say Whoa. 
 
I was painting salads in my studio and I was having trouble: it’s hard to make a painting of a salad. It’s also difficult to just 
make a salad—maybe it’s for similar reasons. You mix it and spin it and it’s this lively thing for a minute and then its dead. 
Too much goo I think. Sometimes, though, it’s fresh and zesty, glistening in the light. Everything in the world is an awesome 
thing to paint, except when everything in the world is just clutter and meaninglessness.  
 
The casual arrangement of objects on a table, a specific jewelry rack amongst a thousand googled ones, a license plate from a 
state out west—otherwise unconnected, when looked at in the right way and at the right time, incite feelings of excitement, 
like I’ve just been let in on a secret.  
 
When I paint I’m looking for that feeling. Searching for that secret in the debris.  
 
A few quick lines can suggest a glass table and a space. Swirls of rust, umber, and cerulean almost describe figurines or 
baubles. The objects depicted are indistinct but the marks mingle, meld together. Beside them unknowable things consist of a 
brush’s barely intended gesture. Some things float.  
 
Fish tanks oscillate between being wobbly green graphics and delineators of confined mini-universes. Crooked finger-drawn 
lines suspend heavy chunks of rock and geode as they perch, refracting each others light in an infinite loop. 
 

Rachel Schmidhofer received her MFA from Yale University in 2011 and her BFA from Washington University in St. 
Louis in 2004. Recent solo shows include Citronella/Cinderella in 2013 at Novella Gallery in New York, NY. Her work has 
been included in exhibitions at Zurcher Studios in New York, NY, Anna Kustera, New York, NY; Jeff Bailey, Hudson, NY; 
Helper gallery, Brooklyn, NY; Cathouse FUNeral, Brooklyn, NY; the Torrence Art Museum, Los Angeles, CA; and Gallery 
Paulsen, Copenhagen, DK.  She was born in Pittsburgh, PA and currently lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. 
 

 
 

GLIKE GALLERY is located on Blackwelder Street, which is at the intersection of Fairfax Avenue and La Cienega Boulevard. Parking is 
available in front of building. Gallery Hours: Wednesday – Sunday, 11 – 6 pm.  
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